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after	the	first	stretch	of	the	
Long	Range	Traverse	in	
Newfoundland.
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Fresh eyes not only bring new perspectives, but sometimes remind you 
of aspects of life so established that you fail to consciously process them on 
a day-to-day basis. A couple of months after Kris Covey, our latest hire in 
Environmental Studies and Sciences (ESS), arrived on campus, he sent a 
message to the ESS faculty pointing out an opinion piece in the New York 
Times by David Brooks entitled “Students Learn From People They Love.” 
Kris prefaced the link to the article by saying “interesting but perhaps too 
obvious for Skidmore ESS….couldn’t help but think of all the work you do 
to connect with ESS students.” In the article, David Brooks, a renowned 
journalist and cultural critic, who also received an honorary doctorate from 
Skidmore in 2013, summarizes a growing body of evidence in cognitive 
science that shows a strong connection between emotional relationships and 
learning. The bottom line, Brooks states, is that the quality of emotional 
relationships should be a defining question for any organization.
Since Judy Halstead (see page 2) and others launched the ESS program 
almost two decades ago, strong faculty-student relationships have been at the 
core of all that we do. Through our numerous events, including our opening 
fall fun-day outing (page 3), our emphasis on experiential learning (page 
10), our informal conversations in the ESS Resource Room, and our year-
long capstone course sequence (page 11), students and faculty in ESS get to 
know each other not just as teachers, learners, and scholars, but as whole 
people who inspire and care for one another in a multitude of ways. The 
emotional-learning connection that Brooks highlighted in his article is so 
much a part of the fabric of ESS that we rarely even talk about it – it is just 
who we are. But Kris’s message was a wonderful reminder that we should 
pause more often to acknowledge the special culture we cultivate in ESS and 
how this benefits our collective learning.  

It has been an exciting year in ESS, and one of the highlights has been 
hiring Kris. Kris came to us from the Yale School of Forestry, where he was 
a Lecturer in Forest Dynamics and the Lead Scientist at both the Ucross 
High Plains Stewardship Initiative and the Quick Carbon research program. 
Kris’s new courses Science to Solutions: Managing Ecosystems for 
Productivity and Resilience and Managing Environmental Change are 
making important contributions to our natural science offerings and are a 
wonderful complement to Kurt Smemo’s Soil and Watershed Science for a 
Crowded Planet. It is no surprise that another new natural science course, 
Anne Ernst’s Plastic Planet: The Promise and Perils of Polymers, filled to 
capacity given the best course title ever and the increasing concerns over 
plastics’ proliferation on the planet. New and revised courses in ESS are also

helping us better understand how dimensions of power and justice shape 
environmental issues and should shape potential solutions. For example, 
Nurcan Atalan-Helicke revised her course Human Rights and Development, 
and A.J. Schneller developed two new courses, including Environmental 
Justice and Environmental Justice in the Capital Region. The latter course is 
part of the Humanities Action Lab – a coalition of universities, issue 
organizations, and public spaces that collaborate to produce humanities 
projects on urgent social issues, in this case a multi-media exhibition on 
public health and environmental justice. As always, the ESS Affiliated 
Faculty from across the College contributed interesting and important 
courses that count towards our ESS majors and minor, and we are grateful 
for their ongoing collaboration and support. 

We also had a banner year in terms of scholarship (page 3), with a 
special shout out to Kurt Smemo on his recent National Science Foundation 
grant, and we will have a record number of students involved in faculty-
student research this summer. Our events calendar was as rich as ever (page 
8). In fact, in partnership with the Sustainability Office and other offices and 
departments on campus, we celebrated an Earth Week in November with a 
talk by Dr. Bill Weber on “Gorillas to Grizzlies: An interdisciplinary 
perspective on landscape conservation,” a recognition event for the New 
York State Environmental Excellence Awards, a sustainability careers panel, 
and a renewable natural gas workshop (page 3). The Sustainability Office 
also continued to guide many initiatives that provided incredible 
opportunities for our students (page 9) and pushed us toward the goals 
outlined in our Campus Sustainability Plan. We are very thankful to count 
the staff of that office, Levi Rogers, Jen Natyzak, Paul Lundberg, and Jim 
Kennelly, as colleagues and friends. As another testament to their work, 
Skidmore recently joined over 3,500 organizations in signing the “We Are 
Still In” pledge to meet the goals of the Paris Climate Agreement. 

In short, it is an amazing time to be part of the ESS community, and 
with a record number of anticipated majors, we expect the year ahead to be 
equally exciting. Please consider following us on Instagram 
(@northwoodess) and joining our ESS group on LinkedIn (request an invite 
through me). And a big thanks goes to Anne Ernst, Zoe Pagliaro ’20, and 
Michelle Dufficy ‘20 for pulling together another fantastic newsletter, and to 
Malcolm Kaletsch ’19, who designed our new ESS logo as part of Deb 
Hall’s Communication Design course.
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next year, and we would like to honor and thank her for all of her 
efforts, for without her, we would not have the incredible ESS 
program that we have today. 

Judy attended SUNY Binghamton for her undergraduate degree 
where she studied chemistry. Although she also had an interest in the 
environment, there were no environmental science programs at the 
time when she graduated in 1974. She then went on to get her Ph.D. in 
physical chemistry at RPI. 

Her first position after receiving her Ph.D. was working for the 
NYS Department of Health (DOH) as a researcher, studying long-
range transport of acid deposition. This was her first of many 
experiences being involved in environmentally related work. 

After working for the DOH, she began teaching as a visiting 
assistant professor, first at Russell Sage College and then at Williams 
College, before landing at Skidmore. Although at each college she 
taught within the Department of Chemistry, she began to become more 
involved with and interested in environmental studies and sciences. 
She taught her first environmentally related course at Russell Sage, 
then moved to Williams College a few years later, where they had a 
strong environmental studies program, a rare occurrence at the time. 
Through involvement with the Williams Environmental Studies 
Program, Judy came to realize that understanding the environment 
involves so much more than just natural sciences. She began to think 
more deeply about how a broad perspective is essential to 
understanding the environment and how critical it is to include policy, 
economics, religion, philosophy, business, etc. 

Judy came to Skidmore in ’87 and began teaching both analytical 
and physical chemistry. That first year she also developed and taught a 
course for Liberal Studies, now known as the Scribner Seminar. Her 
course was called, Environmental Concerns in Perspective, which 
many of you might recognize as the foundation course for ESS majors. 
This course quickly became popular, and several of her students began 
asking for an environmental studies program. 

In 1990, Judy gathered a group of faculty together to discuss the 
possibility of starting an ES program at Skidmore. A year later, a 
proposal for the ES minor was submitted to the Curriculum 
Committee. After a few revisions, including making Environmental 
Concerns in Perspective the foundation course, the minor was 
unanimously approved by the Skidmore faculty in 1992. This became 
an enormous minor and a constant effort to get faculty to teach more 
ES courses.

In 1995, Judy and John Thomas (Geosciences) developed and 
taught Field Studies in Environmental Science, an interdisciplinary 
course based on Saratoga’s drinking water source. This course was 
integral to the ES minor then, and it is still required for the 
Environmental Studies major today. Judy recalls the fun yet chaotic 
times keeping all of the boats in her garage every spring when the labs 
would go out onto Loughberry Lake. 

Between 1996 and 2000, a growing number of students, about one 
fifth of all self-determined majors, were Environmental Studies 
students. This pushed Judy to work on creating an ES major. She 
explained that the most difficult part was keeping up the number of 
faculty members and courses needed to meet the student demand. As a 

result, Judy spent countless hours talking to other faculty to get them 
to offer more ES courses. In addition, Judy and Roy Ginsberg 
(Director of International Affairs) submitted a proposal to the U.S. 
Department of Education Title VI grant program for a project to 
enhance international environmental education across the Skidmore 
College curriculum. This grant allowed for the revision of 24 courses 
to include international environmental content, which played a key 
role in the new ES curriculum.

Two ES curriculum committees were formed in 2001 to finalize the 
details of the two tracks of the Environmental Studies Major. Judy sat 
on the committee for the Social & Cultural Perspectives track; the 
other committee was for the Environmental Science track and included 
Karen Kellogg (by then Associate Director of ES). The “Proposal for 
an Environmental Studies (ES) Major” at Skidmore College was 
submitted to the Office of the Dean of Faculty and the Curriculum 
Committee during the summer of 2001. It was approved by the 
Curriculum Committee in October of 2001 and by the Skidmore 
faculty on December 7, 2001. After about two years of work, the final 
proposal was approved by the New York State Department of 
Education in January 2002.  

When asked about the ESS program today, Judy replied that “It’s 
fabulous that we have several faculty working directly for ESS and so 
there are many more ES-designated courses in both the ESS program 
and lots of departments.” Judy believes that, “It would be great if 
everyone at Skidmore, not just our majors and minors, were 
environmentally literate. Perhaps ESS courses could be required for all 
our students, so they can mentor others beyond the Skidmore 
community. Environmental issues are so interdisciplinary and 
complex, we all have a responsibility to educate other people”. 

- Zoe Pagliaro’20

In 1994, the Saratogian wrote an article on the 
development of Skidmore College’s new ES 105 course 
on Loughberry Lake.  This photo of Judy (above, right, 
with Karin Bohacek from the Geosciences Department) 
was included in the article.

Faculty Profile: Judy Halstead
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Many of us know 
Judy Halstead as a 
professor of chemistry, 
but what not as many 
people know about her is 
that she was a leader in 
the creation and 
development of the 
Skidmore Environmental 
Studies and Sciences 
program. Judy is retiring
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Faculty Highlights
Assistant Professor Kurt Smemo was awarded a $300,000 grant from 
the NSF for his research project: “Shifting control from negative plant-
microbe feedback to nutrient limitation: predictions from dominant tree 
traits and ecosystem nutrient economies.”  It is a collaborative project 
with Kent State University and Indiana University.  He co-authored 
three peer-reviewed papers last year:  “Plot-scale spatial variability of 
methane, respiration, and net nitrogen mineralization in muck-soil 
wetlands across a land use gradient” in Geoderma; “Patterns in spatial 
distribution and root trait syndromes for ecto and arbuscalar
mycorrhizal temperate trees in a mixed broadleaf forest” in Oecologia; 
and “Ubiquitous and significant anaerobic oxidation of methane in 
freshwater lake sediments” in Water Research.  He also gave two 
conference presentations:  “Soil fungi, dominant trees, and integrated 
ecosystem/community dynamics across the Adirondacks” at the 25th

annual Conference on the Adirondacks with Dan Casarella ‘18 and Jen 
Cristiano ‘18, and “Can tree functional traits drive ecosystem 
properties and processes across environmental and community 
gradients?” at the American Geophysical Union fall meeting in 
Washington DC with Dan Casarella ’18, Jen Cristiano ‘18, and 
Robbie Heumann ‘19.

Visiting Assistant Professor Kris Covey published two papers in New 
Phytologist: “Methane production and emissions in trees and forests” 
with colleague J. Patrick Megonigal, and “Methane emissions from tree 
stems: a new frontier in the global carbon cycle”, with several 
colleagues, and he has a third paper in press at Nature Microbiology.  
He traveled with 6 students to Ardmore OK over winter break for a 
prescribed fire field tour, using funding he received from the Noble 
Research Institute.

Associate Professor Nurcan Atalan-Helicke presented her research on 
conservation and marketing of local wheat varieties in Turkey, at a 
national symposium to plant breeders and other researchers, and at a 
university as an invited lecture. Her related research is forthcoming as
an article “Markets and Collective Action: A Case Study of Traditional

Wheat Varieties in Turkey” in the Journal of Economy, Society and
Culture. She was a panelist discussing the value of civic engagement in 
higher education at two academic conferences. She was a faculty fellow 
at the MDOCS Storytellers Institute in the summer, and produced her 
first short documentary “Heavy Burdens, Healthy Choices.” Her work 
on access to clean and healthy food and mothering will be published as 
a book chapter by Demeter Press in an edited volume titled “Mothers, 
Mothering and Environmental Activism: The Maternal in Discourse and 
Activism (eds. Rebecca Bromwich and Maryellen Symmons) in 2020.  
She is offering a new core course on Human Rights and Development 
this spring.

Associate Professor Karen Kellogg collaborated with Energy Vision 
and Skidmore’s Sustainability Office to organize a workshop at 
Skidmore on renewable natural gas (RNG) made from organic waste 
(e.g., agriculture, municipal, food processing, etc.). Over 100 
representatives from government, industry, NGOs, and academia 
gathered to outline a comprehensive strategy to enhance the production 
and use of RNG in NY as a means to help the state meet its 
development, environmental, and climate goals. Carolyn Koestner ’18, 
Karen Nolan ’18, Karen, and Biology Professor Sylvia McDevitt also 
have a paper on “Combined Sewer Overflows and Climate Change: A 
Case Study of Elevated Health Risks in the Hudson River” in review. 

Visiting Assistant Professor A.J. Schneller developed a new ESS core 
course last fall on Environmental Justice.  He is also teaching an upper-
level Applied Civic Engagement course this spring, Environmental 
Justice in the Capital Region, as part of the Humanities Action Lab.  
Students are partnering with the Sheridan Hollow Alliance for 
Renewable Energy (SHARE) in Albany. A.J. has a paper in review with 
Julia Adelman ‘17, Shannon Post ‘17, and Laura Harrison, entitled 
“Outcomes of art-based environmental education in the Hudson River 
Watershed”.  

Anne Ernst, ESS Lecturer and Program Coordinator, is teaching a new 
course this spring on the science of plastics, and will offer it again this 
coming fall as a Scribner Seminar.

Friday Fall Fun-day!
This past fall, ESS students and faculty hiked up Spruce Mountain, a 
2,100’ peak located near Corinth, by the foothills of the Adirondacks.

The top of Spruce Mountain features a 73-ft tall fire tower, which offers a 360-degree view of 
the foliage.  On our hike, it offered a 360-degree view of clouds and fog, along with 20-mph 
winds!

We ended the hike with a tailgate 
party in the parking lot by the trailhead 

– pizza, apples, and cider.  Everyone 
felt energized and accomplished.  A 

fun Friday for ESS folks!



Urvi Kalra‘18, Environmental Studies major

economic, and environmental good. Editing video clips and 
participating in global strategy meetings were also parts of her 
responsibility.

Skidmore SGA Responsible Citizenship Internship Award 
(RCIA) Winners
Haja Bah‘ 21, Environmental Studies major

marketing trips, learned about waste management, and visited the 
water resource unit and emergency response center, which helped in 
the control of the Ebola outbreak in 2014.

Adam Kaszas‘ 21, Environmental Science major

"floating island" was designed to mitigate the pollution associated 
with combined sewer overflows (CSOs) with a closed-loop system 
composed of plants and micro-organisms. Adam also spent a lot of 
time collecting compost around the city with an e-bike, giving tours of 
the Radix Center, working with local high school and college students, 
gardening, and running Radix's farmer's market.

This past year, 17 ESS students successfully competed for funding 
to carry out various internships, conduct research, and attend 
conferences at Skidmore and around the world.  

ESS Summer Internship Award Winners 
Isabel Blumenthal ‘19, Environmental Studies major

other animals.  Byron walked her through practices he used such as 
crop rotation, crop placement in relation to others, and row cover.

Sam Vogel ‘19, Environmental Studies major

strong sense of community and sense of place.

Skidmore SEE-Beyond Award Winners
Isabella Gukeisen‘ 20, Environmental Studies major

Estuarine Research Reserve. She got to help out and learn about the 
different branches of NOAA and how they work together. She also 
visited the Hopkins Marine Laboratory that NOAA has on the 
Chesapeake, where she worked with a scientist who is researching 
different ways to chemically tag oysters to see how they grow and 
to be able to monitor the growth of oyster communities.
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Student Awards and Accomplishments

Isabel worked on 9 Miles 
East Farm with their farm manager, 
Byron, and his apprentice, 
Elise. She witnessed the thought 
that goes into planning and 
prepping the land for planting and 
cultivating, and how the fields are 
laid out, including the spacing and 
direction of the rows that are vital 
to the success of the harvest. She 
also learned organic practices such 
as where the seeds are bought, and 
what practices are used to prevent 
damage from harmful insects and

Isabella interned at the 
National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric 
Administration 
(NOAA) in Silver 
Spring, MD. She helped 
two PhD economists 
start a cost-benefit 
analysis of shoreline 
infrastructure for the 
Great Bay National

Urvi won Skidmore’s SEE-Beyond 
grant to work as a marketing intern for 
the Rainforest Alliance. She 
researched topics such as company 
sustainability commitments and global 
and international sustainability trends 
to strengthen the Rainforest Alliance 
brand among stakeholders. She also 
helped to build a database that contains 
statistics about consumers, both 
domestic and global, willing to spend 
more on products created by 
companies who look at the social, 

Haja interned at Medineed:
Better Health Clinic Sierra 
Leone, a secondary care 
provider offering a wide range 
of specialist services. They use 
some of the latest technologies 
to produce the best clinical 
outcomes for patients. Haja’s
duties included preparing patient 
records, acting as a doctor’s 
assistant, preparing receipts and 
prescriptions, and working with 
staff at all the clinics in 
Freetown. Outside of the clinics, 
she worked with the staff on

Last summer Sam interned at High 
Mountain Institute, a semester school 
in Leadville, CO that combines 
experiential education with 
wilderness expeditions. He worked 
with the Summer Term and other 
summer programs as a backpacking 
instructor. He learned the power of 
educating in a backcountry context, 
particularly its ability to empower 
students. The curriculum included 
ecology of the Rocky Mountains, 
environmental ethics, and leadership, 
with all lessons aimed at creating a

Adam spent last 
summer in Albany, 
working with Scott 
Kellogg of the Radix 
Ecological 
Sustainability Center 
(pictured left). He 
helped design and 
build a bioremediation 
raft, which was 
released into the 
Hudson River at the 
end of July.  The 



present his findings in a poster with another REU student from Tulane 
University at the 2018 American Geophysical Union annual meeting 
in Washington DC.

Garrett Flanagan ’19, an Environmental Studies major, won a Clean 
Energy Advocacy Internship from the Vermont Law School’s 
Institute for Energy and the Environment.  The current focus of these

Environmental Science major Jacob Adams ‘20 won competitive 
funding from SGA’s Academic Pursuit Fund and the Student 
Opportunity Fund from the Office of Student Affairs to attend the 
Blueprint 2018 Nature + Progress Conference last February at Duke 
University.  Blueprint is a sustainable tech ideation conference to 
address critical environmental issues.  Jacob worked with 5 other 
students to develop a concept for preventing manatees in Florida from 
getting struck by boats, 
an invention that won 
his group second place 
and $700 in funding to 
develop a prototype.

ESS minor Ben Crooke ‘20
won a Research Experience for 
Undergrads award (REU) from 
the National Science 
Foundation.  He worked with the 
Louisiana Universities Marine 
Consortium determining 
uncharted subsidence rates in 
coastal Louisiana. Ben and his 
colleagues found that subsidence 
is highly variable, with some 
causes related to human 
activities. They also found that, 
because subsidence amplifies 
sea level rise, key areas of South 
Terrebonne Parish may be under 
sea level by 2030– 2050.  Ben 
received Skidmore funding to 
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Student Awards and Accomplishments (continued)
Skidmore Career Development Center Summer Experience 
Fund (SEF) Winners
Finley Tevlin‘19, Environmental Studies major

Other Awards

environmental case studies, such as One Planet Living, gardens in 
Japanese Internment Camps, and water consumption along the 
Colorado River. Using her research, Olivia was able to create 
research memorandums and short essays. This work will help inform 
future publications by the Earthos team.

Rafaela Iturralde ‘18, an Environmental Studies major, won the 
Megan McAdams-Roldan ‘08 International Community Service 
Award to work at the Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature 
(CEDENM) in Ecuador.

Environmental Studies major Angelea McPartlin ‘18 got funding to 
work as an intern at the Leo Zoological Conservation Center in 
Greenwich, CT.

Fin worked with Front Stoop Pocket Gardens, an Albany company 
owned and run by Kate Brittenham '14. He helped Kate maintain her 
clients' gardens while learning about native and edible plant 
landscaping, and designed a native plant garden for a client. He also 
worked with Capital Roots, collecting research for their upcoming 
Greater Capital Region Food Assessment. His research focused on 
urban home food gardens in vulnerable communities of the Capital 
Region.

Environmental Studies major Anna Tiajoloff ‘20 received an SEF 
award to work at the Museum of Reclaimed Urban Space in New 
York City. Miary Rasoanaivo ‘18, an Environmental Science major, 
used SEF funds to work at Earth’s Last Straw, a Saratoga Springs 
organization focused on reducing the use of plastic straws and other  
single-use plastics by working with local businesses.  

Olivia Golden’18 (pictured on 
the left with co-workers), an 
Environmental Studies major, 
secured an internship at the 
Earthos Institute in Somerville, 
MA.  Olivia learned about 
Bioregional Urbanism, a 
method of sustainable 
development that analyzes 
regional resource consumption 
in order to strengthen both 
regional and global climate 
resiliency. During her 
internship, Olivia conducted 
research on various sustainable 
development concepts and

Jacob (second from left) with his 
teammates at the Blueprint Conference.  

internships is advancing community 
solar, particularly for underserved 
communities, and advancing clean 
transportation, especially through 
vehicle and transit bus 
electrification policy at the state 
and local levels.  Garrett also got to 
take a 2-week summer session class 
and work with faculty and grad 
students on clean energy projects.
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Student Awards and Accomplishments (continued)

Every summer, Skidmore’s Faculty Student 
Summer Research (FSSR) Program provides students 
with a unique opportunity to spend part of the summer 
working with faculty on original research. 

Last summer, Environmental Science students 
Robbie Heumann‘19 and Dan Casarella ‘18 (right) 
worked with Professor Kurt Smemo on an NSF-funded 
research project in the Adirondacks.  They helped to 
measure forest characteristics and soil biological 
processes across three regions and 72 plots in the 
Adirondacks, and they conducted significant laboratory 
analyses on collected samples.  This involved 

ESS minor Isaac Bardin ‘20, with partner Ted Randall ’19, won a Project Pericles Debating for 
Democracy award from among 31 schools, for an anti-offshore drilling letter they wrote for 
Professor A.J. Schneller’s US Public Lands and Oceans Policy course.  Their proposal called for 
NY Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, as a member of the Subcommittee on Fisheries, Water, and 
Wildlife, to introduce and co-sponsor a “Mid-Atlantic Coastal Protection Act” to protect Eastern 
Seaboard coastlines from oil and gas drilling.  They received $500 to host an advocacy event on 
campus, and chose to screen Shore Stories, a documentary that tells the story of six communities 
and individuals negatively affected by offshore oil and gas drilling.  Event participants also wrote 
letters to elected officials advocating for renewable energy and strong protections for our marine 
environment.

Study Abroad

Skidmore ESS students traveled the world this past year, working and 
studying in over 20 different countries to gain a global perspective on 
environmental issues.  Fifteen of our 20 seniors studied off campus for at 
least a semester last year, and two more studied abroad for the summer.  
Twenty-two of our 29 juniors also studied (or are studying) off campus, 
including 7 who just returned from programs all over the world.

constructing and installing experimental soil cores across the study sites along with a visiting research team 
from Kent State University.  Much of the time last summer was spent camping and working in remote areas 
of the Adirondacks.

Phoebe Martell-Crawford ‘19 explored 
the Galapagos Islands both on land and 
in the sea with IES Abroad: GAIAS 
Program.

Linnea Harris‘19 got to study managed ecosystems in the Black 
Forest and hike through the Vosges mountains during her semester 
with IES Freiburg: Environmental Studies and Sustainability.

Fin Tevlin ’20 (left) stands with 
a friend near a prayer wheel in 

Paro Valley on SFS Bhutan: 
Himalayan Environment and 

Society in Transition.



the down low. The 411. The ins and outs.
Before the semester started, I participated in a Skidmore-

sponsored field camp, which I highly recommend if you’re a Geology 
or ESS major. For 5 weeks, we travelled all over New Zealand to map 
lava flows, observe seal behavior, measure coral reef health, and

Mount Ngauruhoe (aka Mount Doom) to observe historic pyroclastic 
flows and falls. During the third week we stayed at a marae where we 
were immersed in the cultural traditions of New Zealand’s longest 

inhabitants. During the fifth week we flew to the Kingdom of Tonga 
to research the coral reef destruction caused by Hurricane Gita

settled into life at the University of 
Canterbury, where classes are fun and adventure is abundant. I took a 
fantastic Antarctic Studies course to learn about the psychology, art, 
biology, tourism, and sovereignty of the seventh continent and an 
interesting resource management course to understand New Zealand’s 
land policies and government systems. I also joined a couple of clubs 
and went on some mean trips. Every weekend was filled with 
camping, skiing, caving, kayaking, and hiking!
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Study Abroad (continued)

Andy Rhodes ‘20 and his 
distinctive yellow backpack 
explored the countryside on 
SIT Panama: Tropical 
Ecology, Marine Ecosystems, 
and Biodiversity Conservation

more! We were on the 
coast, in the mountains, 
and on a tropical island 
doing real-world 
research. Each day 
delivered a unique and 
special experience. For 
example, during the first 
week we settled into a 
field station in 
Tongariro National Park 
where we hiked around

Hi all! My name is Lily 
Esposito and I’m an 
Environmental Studies major 
who studied abroad in 
Christchurch, New Zealand. 
When I get asked “so what’s it 
like in New Zealand??” I have a 
go-to answer which is usually 
something along the lines of 
“beautiful!” or “such a dream!" 
but I’m here to give you guys

and completed a full 
report to present to the 
Ministry of Fisheries. 
Field camp was an 
amazing way to explore 
the country, meet new 
people, and get field 
experience.

After field camp, I

Photo diary by Lily Esposito ‘20, Skidmore in New Zealand, Fall 2018 semester

So if you like 
mind-blowing natural 
beauty, meat pies, 
driving on the
left side of the road, 
and an international 
community of outdoor 
lovers, I suggest you 
study abroad in New 
Zealand.

Sydney Gellerman ’19 participated 
in SIT IHP Rethinking Food 
Security: People, Politics, and 
Agriculture, where she traveled to 
Malawi (above), India (top right), 
and Italy (bottom right).

Kate Bjorklund ‘20 got to experience Denmark, Noway, and 
the Northern Lights during her semester with DIS 
Copenhagen.



off problem,” and said he was inspired by a visit to Miami, where he 
saw problems residents currently face with sea level rise.  He then 
traveled the world to see the extent of global issues caused by sea level 
rise.

Goodell presented five main thoughts in his talk:  One, hurricanes 
are like roulette, but sea level rise is like gravity – it’s predictable and 
anticipated, so we should prepare.  Two, the water will come; the 
question is how high and how fast.  Geological history shows that sea 
level rise comes in pulses rather than a slow and gradual change.  

Three, the trouble with cities happens long before they become the 
new Atlantis, as he has seen in Miami and around the world.  For 
example, rising water levels back up sewers, so there are issues with 

sewer smells and polluted flood water.  The infrastructure of coastal 
cities was generally not designed to be in sea water, so rising water 
leads to corrosion of concrete and steel.  There is a downward spiral of 
coastal real estate values.  Four, billions will be spent on adaptation, 
but Goodell predicts that most will not be well-spent.  Adapting cities 
to sea level rise leads to social justice questions (who gets protected?) 
as well as political complications (moving things around in cities is no 
small challenge).  

Fifth, Goodell argued that opportunity often comes disguised as 
catastrophe.  Walls are not a solution, but many cities around the world 
are developing creative solutions to their new landscape.  For example, 
there is a community center in Lagos, Nigeria that is built on a floating 
structure, adapted to a changing water environment.  Likewise, a 
platform city in Miami is anchored like an oil rig.

What should we do now?  Goodell outlined several changes he 
would like to see.  He believes we need to make risk transparent for 
everyone, so that we can plan accordingly.  The US needs to reform 
the National Flood Insurance Program, in order to prevent rebuilding 
in new flood-prone areas.  Goodell endorsed a carbon tax, in order to 
provide a market-based solution to reducing carbon pollution.  Finally, 
he argued that “retreat is not a dirty word”.  Nobody wants to admit 
that they need to move because of flooding, but we need to face the 
reality that water is very powerful.

Speakers
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ESS Keynote Lecture: Rachel Gutter.  Heathy People, Healthy Planet

and community.  She believes these aspects of buildings shouldn’t just be good for the 
people inside of them, but should benefit everyone in the surrounding area as well.  For 
example, it is unsustainable to use a lot of energy to make indoor air quality good while 
producing a lot of carbon pollution that will impact others.  

Gutter said her goal with IWBI is to lead a movement rather than to certify 
buildings, and the challenge is how to make that happen.  She believes environmentalists 
focus too much on fear and despair, so she prefers to focus on hope.  She brought a similar 
approach to her previous work at the Green Building Council: talking about green buildings 
could be political and controversial, but talking about their goal of healthy kids in schools 
was a way to engage everybody.  She added that, with 99% of climate scientists in 
agreement over climate change, we don’t need more science, we just need to engage more 
people.  She hopes to use this same approach to engage people in developing healthy living 
spaces and communities.

Before her public lecture, Ms. Gutter met with several ESS students along with a 
group of students who work with Skidmore’s Sustainability Office.  

Prior to her evening lecture, many local organizations set up informational tables, 
including Sustainable Saratoga, Environmental Advocates of NY, Hudson Crossing Park, 
Saratoga PLAN, Capital District Regional Planning Commission, NY State Assembly Intern 
Program, Saratoga Unites, and American Farmland Trust.

Jeff Goodell:  The Water Will Come
This past February, Jeff 

Goodell, a local author focused 
on energy and environmental 
issues and contributing editor to 
Rolling Stone magazine, spoke 
about his new book, The Water 
Will Come: Rising Seas, Sinking 
Cities, and the Remaking of the 
Civilized World.  He opened his 
talk with the reminder that “sea 
level rise is not some distant, far-

Nearly 90% of our time is spent indoors, and 65% of our time is spent in our homes.  Can 
we build communities and buildings in a way that improves human health and well-being?  This is the 
goal of Rachel Gutter, President of the International WELL Building Institute (IWBI), who was the 
ESS Keynote speaker in September 2018.  

Gutter came to IWBI from the US Green Building Council, the organization that sets 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards for green buildings.  There, she 
founded the Center for Green Schools, mobilizing hundreds of billions of dollars toward making
schools more environmental.  IWBI focuses 
more on human health and well-being than on 
environmental health, and evaluates buildings 
using a rating system based air and water 
quality, light, movement of people within the 
building, thermal comfort, sound, safety of 
chemicals used in construction, mental health, 



Campus Tree Inventory
Andy Rhodes ’20, Kailey Toia ’20, Isabel Beard ’20, and Seb
Gatton ’20 worked as interns to identify, measure, and map every tree 
on the developed portion of campus. So far, the teams have mapped 
over 1700 trees. 

New Land Exploration 
Last summer, Michaela Bonforte ’19, Zoe Pagliaro ’20, and Miary
Rasoanaivo ’18 mapped Skidmore’s newly acquired land north of 
main campus. The land already serves as an outdoor laboratory for 
ESS, Geoscience, and Biology courses and projects, and will offer 
potential research and recreation opportunities for the Skidmore 
community in the future.

Dining Hall Composting
In March, Skidmore began composting all pre-consumer food scraps 
from the Dining Hall. The program, first proposed by an ESS capstone 
group in 2009, diverts over 10,000 pounds of food from the landfill 
every month. Today’s Skidmore Compost program is a student-led 
effort that services over 200 apartments and manages Skidmore’s 
larger-scale compost site located about a mile away from campus. 

Big Green Scream Recyclemania Tournament:
Last February, Sustainability student staff helped Big Green Scream

Field Trips:
In February, Carolyn Koestner ‘18 and Tracey Wingate ’18 visited 
Headwater Food Hub in Ontario, NY, a small, locally-owned 
distributor that connects over 140 New York farms to restaurants and 
large institutions across the state. The new partnership supports the 
College’s efforts to serve more sustainable food in the dining hall. 

In April, Eli Hersh ’20 and Tracey Wingate ’18 attended the New 
England Campus Farmer Summit at Stonehill College to share ideas 
about food production and procurement on college campuses. 

In November, Shay Kolodney ’21, Finley Tevlin ’19, and Zoe 
Pagliaro ’20 visited The Farm Bridge in Kingston, NY. The Farm

Awards and Recognition:
Skidmore was recognized as a Campus Leader in Governor Cuomo’s 
Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) Challenge, a program to promote 
clean energy projects at New York State colleges and universities. 
Skidmore also earned a spot in the Princeton Review’s Top 50 Green 
Schools List, coming in at #34 for the second year in a row.

Zoe Pagliaro ’20 entered Skidmore into the EPA’s Food Recovery 
Challenge (FRC). Thanks to her efforts and the work of many diligent 
student volunteers, Skidmore won a 2018 FRC Regional Award. 

Community Garden Update:
Last spring and summer, Eli Hersh ’20, the 2018 Skidmore 
Community Garden Manager, and volunteers planted apricot, apple, 
and plum trees around the west side of the garden and formed a new 
permaculture bed in the southern end of the garden. 
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Alumni spotlight

tenure as Director of Yarmouth’s Division of Natural Resources, a 
position he has held since 1995, and got a

Karl von Hone ‘04 is the Director 
of the Division of Natural 
Resources for the town of 
Yarmouth MA.  He began his 
career in environmental and 
maritime law enforcement and 
management as a Natural 
Resources Officer for the Town of 
Dennis MA and then as Fisheries 
Supervisor for the Massachusetts 
Division of Marine Fisheries.  He 
entered Skidmore’s University 
Without Walls Program during his 

degree in Environmental Studies with a 
focus on environmental management and 
policy. Karl also co-chairs the Cape Cod 
Rabies Task Force, a group he has worked 
with since 2000, and he has won several 
awards for his dedicated service.

Sarah States ‘04 is the director of research and science education for 
the Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens, a historic landmark in 
Pittsburgh PA registered on the National Register of Historic Places.  
After graduating from Skidmore, she earned a Ph.D. in ecology and 
evolutionary biology at Cornell, studying the risk factors associated 
with an avian bacterial pathogen.  She went on to a post-doc at Yale and 
Columbia, focusing on the community ecology of Lyme disease.  In her 
current job at Phipps, she is still involved in research and grant-writing 
but gets to engage with the public much more.  Her work at Phipps 
addresses sustainability and the connection between human and 
environmental health.  In addition to research, Phipps has a strong 
commitment to science outreach, so Sarah helps lead science 
communication workshops, provides ways for the public to interact with 
local scientists, and organizes educational programs to get kids outside
and connected with 
nature.  “I really
enjoyed my time at 
Skidmore,” says 
Sarah, because “it 
helped set me up for 
the job I have now.”

Sustainability Initiatives

attendees sort recycling and 
waste. The event was part of a 
national competition to reduce 
the waste generated at 
basketball games. In 2018, 
60% of material was recycled. 
This year, we hope to beat our 
“score” by increasing our 
recycling rate and adding 
compost services.

Bridge supports start-up businesses 
by lending their kitchens and staff 
to produce value-added goods. The 
Farm Bridge also serves as a co-
packer for small farms in the New 
York region, enabling institutions 
like Skidmore to purchase local 
vegetables year-round.



Rafaela Iturralde, Urvi Kalra, Emily Meagher, Yesenia Olivares
Who will save the world? A cross-cultural study of how our social 
and physical environments shape climate change perspectives and 
behavior
In the face of increasing climate change threats, the way humans 
respond is key in mitigation and adaption. By understanding what 
factors influence individuals in taking pro-environmental behaviors, we 
can make systematic changes to encourage a future generation of 
mobilized global citizens. We identified four prominent factors that had 
the greatest effect on pro-environmental behaviors: education, cultural 
norms, socio-economic status, and cross-cultural experiences. The 
results of this study are presented in a short documentary film: 
https://tinyurl.com/capstonefilm

Alyssa Bueno, Ian Daly, and Tracey Wingate
Moo-tivations, obstacles, and opportunities: Implementing 
sustainable agricultural practices on dairy farms in New York 
State
New York State (NYS) is the third largest producer of dairy in the US. 
We examined what sustainable agricultural practices (SAP) NYS dairy
farmers are adopting, and their motivations. NYS dairy farmers are 
currently struggling due to low milk prices, and thus look for SAPs that 
contribute to the economic sustainability of an operation over 
environmental sustainability. If dairy farmers are expected to reduce the 
carbon footprint of their operations, they need more financial and 
technical support from state and federal agencies to help implement 
more expensive SAPs.

Senior Capstone Projects 2018
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Experiential Learning: Field Trips and Community Engagement
Kris Covey took his ES 352D Science to Solutions course on various 
field trips to locally managed farms, including Hand Mellon, Clover

break to work with graduate students from the Yale University School 
of Forestry and Environmental Studies at Noble’s Coffee Research 
Range and at the Cross Timbers Wildlife Management Area.  They 
spent three days learning about fire, ecology, and range management, 

Students in Karen Kellogg’s ES 222 Energy Systems and Sustainable 
Solutions course visited Skidmore’s small, historic hydro facility again 

ESS Professors Kurt Smemo and Kris Covey took their students 
from ES 205 Forested Landscapes and ES 352D Science to 
Solutions on a joint field trip to the Great Mountain Forest in NW 
Connecticut, a 6,000 acre privately-owned forest that is actively

ESS Professor A.J. Schneller’s students from ES 305 
Environmental Education worked with children from a number of 
different schools and educational programs in the area, including 
Dorothy Nolan Elementary School.  ESS students Fin Tevlin ‘19, 
Allison Parra ‘19, and Sam Sheppard ‘20 developed the innovative 

Kurt Smemo’s students in ES 205 Ecosystem Science and the 
Analysis of Forested Landscapes spent much of their time in 
Skidmore’s North Woods, studying ecosystem processes and 
collecting data to explain patterns of carbon and nutrient cycling.

Students in Nurcan Atalan-Helicke’s ES 303 Environment and 
Development in the Middle East integrated This Place exhibit at the 
Tang into their semester, and visited museums at Colgate and 
Hamilton Colleges as well.

Earth Orchestra, an 
original curriculum that 
uses children’s auditory 
intuition to impart 
concepts about 
ecosystems through 
creative, emotive, and 
interactive experiences.

Bliss Farm, King Brothers 
Dairy, and Pleasant Valley 
Farm.  Students learned about a 
variety of sustainable farming 
practices.  He also brought ESS 
students to the Noble Research 
Institute, an agricultural research 
organization in Ardmore OK. 
The group traveled over winter 

Students divided into 3 
teams and competed to see 
which group could most 
effectively use the data to 
support their hypothesis.

and participated in three prescribed 
burns.

this year. Skidmore partnered with 
Gravity Renewables to revitalize 
this run-of-river facility that was 
originally constructed in early 1800s 
(Caroline Hobbs ’16 and Karen 
published a paper on this facility in The 
Solutions Journal).

Karen’s students in ES 206 
Environmental Engineering and the 
Science of Sustainability visited the 
Darrow School’s Living Machine as 
context for the smaller-scale Living 
Machines that they construct and 
analyze in the course.

managed with a focus on research 
and education.  Students were 
able to visit many different forest 
types, examine how those forests 
have responded to disturbances of 
varying intensity, and experience 
first-hand how it is managed 
today. 



Ben Curell, Angelea McPartlin, and Maurah Steinmetz
The impact of winter temperature increase on aquatic 
macroinvertebrates
Aquatic macroinvertebrates play an essential role in stream ecosystems. 
Given the potential metabolic demand, we investigated the impact of 
increased winter stream temperatures, due to climate change, on aquatic 
organisms. Macroinvertebrate samples were collected from headwaters 
and mainstem sites at the Kayaderosseras and Battenkill Rivers in 
February and March. Organisms in the families Taeniopterygidae,
Nemouridae, and Simuliidae may be disproportionately impacted 
because these families contain many cold-adapted, winter and early 
spring-emergent species. 

Daniel Casarella, Connor Christoffersen, and Jennifer Cristiano
Road salt deposition and retention in the riparian zones: High 
impact in the High Peaks?
Road salt (NaCl) application in the Adirondack Park (AP) is expected to 
increase with climate change. We assessed the impact of NaCl on 
riparian soils in the AP because riparian zones are vital to protecting AP 
waterways. We used soil samples from Johns Brook Tributary (JBT), 
which is not exposed to winter salting, and Cascade Brook (CB), which 
is. CB soils had higher Na and Cl concentrations. JBT had higher 
concentrations of available ammonium and phosphate. There were no 
statistically significant differences in soil macroaggregates or microbial 
communities.

Khalil Choukeir, Jack Curry, and Miary Rasoanaivo
Energizing schools: A feasibility study of energy improvements for 
Saratoga Springs City School District (SSCSD)
The 6,000 public and private schools in New York State spend 
approximately $1 billion annually on energy. We created an energy and 
greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory for SSCSD and propose ways to 
reduce their energy costs and GHG emissions. The proposed LED 
lighting project would save the school district $22,367 annually, with a 
<2-year payback period. Proposed geothermal and solar thermal systems 
have longer payback periods. Lastly, we propose a solar-powered 
sustainability park at the high school to be designed and installed by the 
students and faculty. 

Elizabeth Forelle and Katie Wolfe 
The various effects of varied tilling practices on long-term soil health
Soils are a critical natural resource given their role in everything from 
climate mitigation to food production. We examined the effects of varied 
tilling practices on long-term soil health and carbon retention. We 
focused on dairy farms in Washington County, NY that maintain 
multiple fields to grow crops to feed their livestock. Tilling practice had 
an impact on total carbon, total nitrogen, soil organic matter, macro- and 

micro-aggregates, and microbial diversity, with moldboard tilling 
showing the most significant and immediate soil impacts.

Karen Nolan and Carolyn Koestner
Weathering waste: Combined sewer overflows, community impacts, 
and climate change in New York’s Capital District – Part A
Currently little data exist on the impacts of CSOs on winter water quality 
and of climate change on CSO events. We investigated the impacts of 
CSOs on water quality from November to March in the Capital District. 
Nitrate and phosphate levels were steady, however concentrations for 
ammonium were significantly higher in dry weather months. None of 
our samples, including non-CSO event samples, passed EPA standards 
for Escherichia coli, and few samples passed for Enterrococcus. Low 
turbidity levels did not necessarily indicate safe bacteria levels. Climate 
change is predicted to increase the frequency of CSO events in this 
region and extend the season of CSO events into the winter months. 

Julia Cavicchi, Olivia Golden, and Anne Pfeifenberger
Weathering Waste: Combined sewer overflows, community impacts, 
and climate change in New York’s Capital District – Part B
New York’s Capital District has aging infrastructure and struggles to 
address the impacts of combined sewer overflows. We spoke with 
stakeholders at various levels and found that constituents were largely 
unknowledgeable of CSOs and the surrounding concerns, despite being 
increasingly engaged in Hudson River water and riverfront activities. We 
suggest a more holistic approach to combined sewer management that 
accounts for greater socio-ecological equity, increased collaboration, and 
considers alternatives to traditional sewage management practices.

Meaghan Long and Bryn Sarner
Climate change education with Catholic ideals: Measuring 
knowledge, attitudes and behaviors
We sought to bridge the gap between Catholicism and 
environmentalism. Three lessons were taught to a Catholic 5th grade 
class: environmental worldviews, the science of climate change, and 
environmental advocacy. We found a significant increase in knowledge 
while pro-environmental attitudes only slightly improved. Certain 
concepts were too advanced for 5th Graders. Our research is useful for 
better understanding environmental education that works to incorporate 
Catholic ideals.

Corey Brown and Henry Hoffmann
Opportunities for Community Shared Solar in Saratoga County: 
Policy, Economics & Interest
Community Shared Solar (CSS) is a rapidly growing form of renewable 
energy that allows residential and small business customers to acquire 
shares of solar energy and receive credits or savings on monthly electric 
bills. We analyzed the feasibility of a CSS project in Saratoga County 
and found it is viable, as replicable models are feasible, financial 
incentives are increasing, land parcels such as brownfields are available 
for repurposing, and community interest is strong. Management remains 
the biggest hurdle to short-term development. 

The 2018 ESS Capstone class celebrates their amazing year of 
collaborative  research projects.

Senior Capstone Projects 2018 (continued)
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ESS in Action
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Professor Kris 
Covey’s class ES 352D 
Science to Solutions 
visited local farms to 
understand sustainable 
land management 
strategies.

Isabel Blumenthal ‘19 displays 
veggies from 9 Miles East Farm, 
where she worked as an intern 
with ESS summer funding.

ENVIRONMENTAL	STUDIES	AND	SCIENCES	PROGRAM

Olivia Glaser ‘20 and Anna Merrens ‘20 
relax after hiking up Spruce Mountain 

(below), while the rest of the group 
mingles by the fire tower (right).

ESS majors Isabella Gukeisen ‘20, 
Katelynne Schmidt ‘21, and Isabel 
Beard ‘20 test soil in Wilton 
Wildlife Preserve and Park.

Levi Rogers and Jen Natyzak lead 
ES 100 students on a tour of 
sustainability initiatives on campus.

After enduring the coldest spring 
in a long time (Loughberry Lake 
was still frozen in mid-April!),ES 
100 students finally got some good 
weather and an ice cream break 
for their last lab (bottom right). 

In March, folks from the Sustainability Office 
visited a landfill in nearby Gansevoort where some 
of the waste from Skidmore is deposited. 

Ruthann Richards ‘21 gets ready 
to start some prescribed fires on 
a trip with Professor Kris Covey 
to the Noble Research Institute.

Students in Professor Karen 
Kellogg’s class, ES 206 
Environmental Engineering and 
the Science of Sustainability, test 
soil for lead contamination.


